Miller Asks Recall Vote;
Says College Doubts S upp ort

October 30 — Stu-G President Wesley Miller has issued a call for a recall election of the Stu-G President. In an announcernent posted this morning on the Stu-G bulletin board outside .Miller Library,
the t hird item read s, "President Miller proposed th at there should be a recall election in his case be'
»
cause :
a.) It has been suggested by college officials that he does not adequately represent the students ; b.)
Miller feels that the attendance at the meetings may be his fault."
President Miller was elected in
the Stu-G election held last March
26 by a plurality of less than 25
votes over the 'runner-up candidate,
Ken Bobbins. Mr. Miller later admitted, in his speech before the annual Stu-G banquet, that he did not
Thomas M. Storke, the eleventh Lovejoy Fellow, will receive ms consider his margin of victory to
award in absen tia on Thursday, November 8. The 85-year old editor constitute a "man d at e" from the
student body.
and publisher of the Santa Barbara (Calif.) News-Press will be repThere was the suggestion also in
resented by his executive editor , Paul Veblen, who will deliver Mr. today 's announcement of growing
Storke's acceptance speech.
Stu-G concern over poor relations
Storke, a 1958 graduate of Stanford University, purchased the with the college administration.
Earlier . this year, Mr. Miller had
devoted his first Stu-G meeting to
a speech in which cognizance was
taken of the friction between Stu-G
and Administration officials.
At that time, Miller accused the
administration of using delaying
tactics in its dealings with Stu-G
over the summer. He then proceeded to cite four specific instances in
BRECKENRIDGE
which the administration had eviAt the Colby Night Dinner, on
denced its interest in avoiding pracOctober 26, Professor Robert Pullen
tical
action. He questioned the adgave a tribute to Professor Walter
ministration
's behavior in regard to
Breckeriridge, who was honored at
the proposed renovations of the Colthis years' Homecoming Weekend.
by College Book Store, its handling
Professor Pullen reviewed Mr.
Thomas
M
.
Storke
of the printing of the Stu-G HandBreckenridge's history at Colby and
cited his many contributions to the Santa Barbara Daily News in 1930, book , its attitude toward faculty
growth of the college and the many added the local Morning News in rushing for fraternity organizations,
changes that he has observed. Mr. 1932. The two papers are now com- and its attitude to the then-current
Breckenridge came to Colby in 1928 bined. The dean of California news- debate on the proposed revision of
and "has seen rather startling papermen , Storke was awarded the the all-college social rules.
Reference was also made to the
c h anges " occur here. And he. can 1962 Pulitzer Prize for editorial
take honest pride in the direct part ivriting by calling attention to the steadily-dwindling attendance at
which he has played in many of "campaign of hate and vilification " tSu-G meetings, which are held
them . . . The basis of Mr. Brecken- of the John Birch Society. In 1961, M6nday nights weekly in the Sturidge 's very substaj atial share in the he won the Lauterbach award of the dent Governments Room of Roberts
progress of Colby; as well as the Nieman Foundation for Journalism Union at 7 :00 p.m. This week, there
basis 'of his' trett-ehdous influence' bh at Harvard for outstanding work in were "ndt " enough member^' of the
students, can be summed up in one the field of civil liberties. As a re- Student Council present to constiword — respect. "
cipient of the award, Storke was tute a* quorum.
As well as citing Mr. Brecken- commended as a defender of freeToday, Mr. Miller charged that a
ridge 's influence on students as a dom of speech and freedom of high administration official said
teacher and at faculty meetings as thought in a career of more than 60 that, "he (Mr. Miller) was inciting
a faculty member, Mr. Pullen also years in American j ournalism.
a civil insurrection."
referred to his service on ^appoint- Aside from his journalistic capaAccording to the Stu-G Constituive and elective cojtnmittees as one city, Storke has served his state tion , Article VHI, "Officers of the
of the first to represent the faculty through gubernatorial appointments Association or members of the
on the Board of Trustees , on the and as Senator from California , Council may be recalled by a 2/3
Admissions Committee, on the Fin- 1938-39. Currently, he is a member vote of the body that elected them."
ance Committee and on the Com- of the California State Crime Com- In other words, they may be remittee on Standing.
mission.
quired to resign their Stu-G posiMr. Pullen said that Mr, BreckContinued on Page Four
tion.
enridge ". . . showed most clearly
that rare combination of' a deep concern for high academic standards
and a very human -understanding of
the problems of the individual student."

Storke To Receive
EleventhLovej oy Award

Administrative Ruling Breckenriclge
Is Honored
Suspends Open Houses At Homecoming
The Women's dormitories and Independent Men's dormitories cannot at present hold open house parties. The administrative ruling
came after Delta U psilon fraternity requested permission to hold an
open house party. The decision , -which was made by the President,
the Dean of Men and the Dean of Women , was based on th e n eed
for consistency in the application
The President made it clear in an
interview granted to the ECHO that
he was taking responsibility for the
decision. He emphasized that he had
an 'open mind'' on the question of
open h ouse s, and he expected that
a committee of students would soon
be formed to meet with the administration and decide on a uniform
set of regulations. The President
indicated that • the present ruling
is in no sense a final denial of the
right to hold open parties ; it is
merely a suspension of this right
until a uniform campus can be decided upon, The President was optimistic that a way would eventually be found to permit open house
parties in all living units, but he
emphasized that, like the change in
Drinking Eules, it would depend
partly on the responsibility the students chose to accept.
The surprise move by the Administration stirred protest on the campus. Fraternity men and a group of
Independents conferred separately
with the President on Friday. The

of social regulations.
Independents were denied permission to hold an open house party
during Homecoming Weekend , in
Robins Hall , and permission was
once again refused during the interview with the President. Late
Friday , evening the President lifted
the suspension to permit the Robins
Hall party, but is was made clear
that this was the last party which
would be permitted at this time.
Open houses generally mean permission for women .to be entertained
in individual dormitory rooms on
all floors. There are, as in other
types of parties, chaperones , in addition to the presence (in Men's
dorms) of the proctor.
On another administrative decision made this week, dorm proctors
in Averill and Johnson Hall were
told that non-student chaperones
would be required for parties in
these Halls. As there are no social
areas in these dorms, the administrative decision regarding open
houses is likely to prevent any type
of social function from being held
in the near future.

ROTO Distinguished
Cadets Honored
Five Distinguished Cadets were named at Colby College on October 22 and received their badges in a formal awards ceremony of the
AFROTC Cadet Corps.
Receiving the honors from Major William Starker, Professor of
Air Science, were Cadet Captain Paul B. Chader, Needham , Massachusetts ; Cadet Captain Timothy J. Dakin , Falls Village, Connecticut ; Cadet Captain Ralph A. Kim-. ities in tho operation of tho Cadet
ball , Jr., Andover, Massachusetts ; Corps at Colby College and in sum¦Qadet Lt. Colonel Robert J. Metz- mer training units conducted at Air
ler , Jr., "Wollosley, Massachusetts,; Force bases across the nation. Conand Cadet Captain Peter 8. Vogt, sideration for this distinction is
based upon observations made over
Westfield , New Jersey.
Distinguished Cadets aro appoint- a four year period by Air Force and
ed on the basis of their high aca- College official s so that only thoso
demic achievement and , demonstra- cadets who aro continuously superContinued on Pago Five *
tion of outstanding leadership qual-

\ New Distinguished Cadets

Abbey Singers
Performed Varied
Historical Works

(Waterville Sentinel , Oct. 26) —
An unusually interesting concert
was given by tho Abbey Singers at
tho Bixler Center of Art and Music
on Mayflower Hill Wednesday. This
group of five accomplished young
vocalists, under tho sponsorship of
Young Audiences, Inc.,, has delighted school children with several appearances in. Waterville schools during tho p'ast week. Wednesday evening thoy proved equally captivating
to tho adult audience whioh filled
Givon Auditorium to capacity.
Presenting a wide range &f vocal
music, which included songs of each
century fro m' tho sixteenth to . tho
twentieth , tho Abbey Singers displayed a fine porfoction v of stylo and
technical oompotonoo, Tho five voices, ranging from bass to soprano
and .including a countertenor , woro
excellently matched in quality of
tone. Thoir precision of intonation ,
control of dynamics , and clarity of
diction combined with an Oasy and
Continued on Pago Four

Student League
J?* Workshop Report

Un baturday, Octob er 13, tlie annual campus workshop sponsored
by Women's Student League was held. A wide representation of students, faculty, and administration were present to discuss current is-

sues pertinent to Colby life. The theme of the workshop was "Colby

Steps Forward". Going along with this theme were three general
headings under which various topics were discussed. They were,
basis for cooperation . depends upon
carefully organized chains of command on both understanding of Studont Government, A suggestion was
mado that through tho Junior Advisor system freshmen attend Student Government meetings. Another significant aspect is communication between administration and
students . It was firmly stated that
action upon student recommendations and tho reasons for thoso actions should bo mode known directly to students.
Tho second topic discussed was
i
tho
studont newspaper — its purLeague President French
pose and influence. It was folt that
"Tradition vs. 'Tr
ansition ", "The tho newspaper should bo tho voico of
Oollogo Student iri Transition ", and tho students and should bo kept on
"Progress Ahead. "
as individual a basis as possible.
Under tho heading "Tradition vs. Tho importance of accuracy and usTransition ", tho scope of student ing quotations from students was
government was discussed. Concern- brought up. It was also suggested
ing tho autonomy of students and that the papor stimulate tlio intercooperation with administration , a est df tho students by being innovamajor point brought out was that a
Continuod on Pago Four

Editorials:

Open The Houses

The question of permitting open house parties must inevitably deal
with the morality of the student body, and with the conditions which
will permit an active social life for those groups affected by the administration's decision ending open houses.
In the first place, it seems high time the administration recalled
that it is dealing with men and women who are supposedly mature
and responsible college students. In a frank statement, the President
admitted that a concern of the college was to "protect" the student
body from too much "freedom." The ECHO takes exception. If we
have not by this time been instructed in our homes in the responsible
control of our sexual impulses, no ruling by the administration will
make any difference — even assuming the college does have the right
to "protect" its students. It ought to be argued, however, that it is
the college's business and interest to support, or "protect," the moral
integrity of the students it has admitted. The general ruling prohibiting the elevation of co-eds above ground level MUST be temporary,
' for as it stands it is a travesty of that independence for which a college is supposed to prepare its students; it is a flagrant and stupid use
of the IN LOCO PARENTIS functions enjoyed by the college that
will only serve, in the long run, to lower dangerously the already weak
respect given to some of the college's rules by students who are too
old to be ruled by them.
Secondly, and less generally, the withdrawal of the privilege from
the independent men particularly in a step which will stifle social life
in the men's dorms. They simply do not have the facilities for- socializing that the fraternities have — there is a definite need in the dorms
for space that in a fraternity is taken for granted. A more important
consideration than space is the effect of the ruling upon the morale of
the independents. A flurry of open houses held last semester, and a
few. held earlier this semester, proved most successful. Only the lifting
of the temporary ruling, however, enabled Robins Hall to hold a
successful party over Homecoming Weekend. Is it to the college's advantage to deny one-third of its male student body a social life that,
because of circumstances directly traceable to the door of the college
\
Continued on Pa ge Five

Recall
Why is Mr. Miller calling for a recall election ? Obviously he wishes
to impress upon the administration the fact that he has the support
of the student body. Such support is initially taken for granted; every
elected officer of Stu-G usually begins his term with the hopes and
best wishes of the student body. However, continued support must be
earned , and the student body will vote to determine whether Mr.
Miller has earned its support. This is a decision each student must
make for himself.
There are two things which do concern us about the way Stu-G
is functioning. The first , a minor point , involves the length of the
meetings. They are too long; a fact which perhaps explains why in
the last two scheduled meetings no business could be transacted because of the lack of a quorum. Secondly, and more importantly, it
Continued on Page F ive

Workshop
The Student League Workshop provided an opportunity for members of the faculty and administration to discuss with interested students some academic and social problems at Colby. In spite of the
hour exams which were coming, the cold and windy weather at the
lake, and the irrelevance of a few of the topics chosen for discussion,
we believe the Workshop was worthwhile. Much that was constructive and fresh was expressed. Whether any of the suggestions and recommendations will be adopted remains open to question. Certainly
last year's effort produced little in the way of tangible results. It is,
perhaps, the intangible results of the Workshop which will have the
most effect—the clearing away of misconceptions, and the realization
that there just aren't any "simple" solutions in this world, even at
an isolated college campus.
Continued on Pago Five

Memo To The Board
The Board of Trustees is meeting tomorrow, November 3. The
ECHO hopes that it will not forget to consider the Nunez Proposal
to end discrimination by Colby's fraternal organizations along racial
of reli gious criteria. The proposal is still no more than hot air. It needs
the teeth, in the form of a definite time limit, that only the Trustees
can give it. IFC and Pan-Hcl cannot do the job themselves; they arc
hampered by their own constituency, which cannot in some cases even
express an opinion on this matter. Students worthy of admission to
Colby arc worth y of admissi on to any and all of Colby's constituent
groups, and it is time the Board rccoghized this elementary princi ple.

The Class Of 1964

In- response to the results of the
class survey, the following action
has been taken :
1. The faculty committee on the
library and bookstore , in response,
to the survey, to a subsequent proposal submitted to Mr. McKenna,
and to other similar proposals , has
decided to keep the new study
rooms open until 2 :00 a.m. The
committee feels that there is no
real need to keep these rooms open
until a later hour because of the impracticality of keeping these study
areas open for the few students
wishing to study there in the early
hours of the morning. The committee also feels that the dormitories
and fraternity houses usually quiet
down after 2 :00 a.m. and are thus
suitablo places in which to' study.
In the event that there is a sufficient demand to use the rooms because of final examinations the committee will consider opening the
rooms, as had been the policy last
year.
2. Professor Mavrinac , in a memorandum to the class, concerning
"Moving bookstore into HistoryGovernment Department'' stat ed,
"A poll of the members of the History-Government department indicates a unanimous view on the part
of the members that the Junior
Class should be moved — to East
Vassalboro. ''
COMMITTEE REPORTS :
Traffic
The Traffic Committee under the
co-chairmanship of Dusty Rhoades
and George Shur has been investigating the Averill lot parking problem. A meeting with the faculty
committee on safety was scheduled
for November 1, 1962.
Scholarship
The Scholarship Committee under
the chairmanship of Jack Lockwood
has submitted the proposed class
Continued On Page Five

The Class Of 1963

To Class of 1963 :
The third meeting of the Senior
Class Council was called to . order on
Tuesday, October 23rd by the President , Ken Robbins. Ken discussed
what happened at the class meeting
October 18th and reported that the
class is unanimously in favor of an
outdoor graduation.
Ken 'reported that class participation in the Community Chest, Campaign was successful in principle, although not in dollars. He felt that
participation helped boost class spirit and further bur relationships with
Waterville citizens.
Tho class work clay was cancelled.
It wa s felt that it was t oo lat e in
the season and tho project would
not be carried o-ut effectively.
Ken aslcpd for volunteers to ohaporono tho Y.M.C.A. Halloween party.
Tentative plan s woro made to hold
another -class cocktai l party Friday
afternoon , November 16th at Tau
Dolt.
Mr, Loobs outlined tlie plans for
our commencement. The President
has ' already appointed a Commencem ent Committee which will be
headed by Mr. Loobs. The other
members arc :
Mr. Vjp ialen (Buildings 4 and
' Grounds).
Miss Nichols (Food)
Mr. Millet (Alumni)
e.
'"
Mr. Bithor (Ushers )
Mr. Comparetti (Music)
President Stridor
Vico President Williams
2 Senior representative s
Tho class itself will havo. many
resp on sibilities , . and thoso will bo
handled by tho following committees : ' Glass Plonlo Commit too will select
the sito, prepare o budget , and. donido on a foo for non-soniors,
Invitations Commlttoo will solool*,
soouro , and soil graduation invitations.

Gaps and Gowns Committee
Continued on . Pago Five

Letters To The Editor
Closing Houses Defended

To the Editor :
The Administration's policy of cancelling Open Houses in the women's dormitories, the independent men's dormitories, and the fraternity houses until further investigation is a noble step in keeping the
Colby family pure.
But the new ruling does not go far enough. Should not the Administration also establish~separate hours for men and women to use the
library stacks, since the poor, lighting is conducive to activities other
than study ? Should not the Administration prohibit Colby women
from gravelling unchaperoned to Bowdoin, and its Open Houses?
Should not the Administration abolish the women's prerogative of
obtaining blanket permission to travel anywhere, as any Colby girl
can potentially bring disgrace to the Colby family?
If the Colby family is to remain pure, the limited measure of cancelling the Open Houses is not enough. More drastic steps are needed
-— the Administration should be aware of the defects in the system^
Neal Ossen, '63
October 30. 1962

A Thank You

To the Editor:
I want to thank the students who helped in any way to make Parents' Weekend such a great success. My particular thanks to all who
gave up their time to perform at the concert Saturday night. This
was especially well received by a jam-packed audience. *
I think this was the greatest Parents' Weekend we have had except
for the football game. This we will take care of next Saturday.
Bill Millett, Chairman of Parents' Weekend

Social Rulings

To the Editor :
October 30, 1962
The time has finally come that I can no longer justify my remaining silent about the steadily worsening social conditions on the Colby
campus. Recently an Administration ruling was made, I believe,
which is a shocking and , to some, almost unbelievable insult to a student body which is still smarting from the previous Administration
snubbing of attempts to bring our social rules up to the twentieth
century level. The new rule states, I understand, that the Administration has now decided that Open Houses in the Girls' Dorms, the Independent Dorms, and in the Fraternity Houses are to be prohibited.
Any intelligent, reasonably adult student upon first hearing this will
first not believe it; and after being assured of its validity, will scream
out "WHY??" What is the person or persons responsible for such a
decision afraid of? To myself , a senior, the type of thinking that went
into this ' decision shows me one unavoidable fact : the Administration is not willing to give the students of Colby College any social responsibility at all. We are not only failing to move ahead , we are going
back. There is scarcely a " student on this hill who wasn't given some
responsibility before reaching college. Most parents realize that to
completely shelter a child from taking any responsibility is to cripple
that child when he is on his own. Yet certain members of the Administration have consistently appeared to resist showing any faith in us,
any faith that we are able to make basic decisions at the ages of
eighteen through twenty-five, although they claim to be aware of
what I feel to be the quite evident high morality of the students of
this college. Why this insulting,lack of faith? -Well, I don't personally
feel that any social problems that have arisen in the past justif y it.
Of course, some girls and boys have gotten into trouble. They always
have and always will. This is not a major problem at Colby at allContinued on Pago Three
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harm our fund drive. I state first
that I believe such fears, if held , are
groundless. Secondly, let us consider why Colby was given this Challenge Grant. Colby received this
grant because of its great past • accomplishments such as the relocating of the entire campus , the great
improvement in the quality of the
education offered here, and , finally
the greater scholastic responsibility
given to the student evident especially in the January Plan . These
achievements were undertaken by
Administration as "Acts of Faith"
for they had the faith that the student body, along with the . faculty
and alumni, were , of the caliber to
make such undertakings possible.
They were not let down.
I ask that the Administration undertake a new and sorely needed
"Act of Faith" by placing into the
hands of the student the responsibility, which he deserves, and the
responsibility which I believe he
will , in most cases, use wisely. As
a first step I would recommend that
students who do attempt to reach
Finally, and in a similar vein , it the Administration on such matters
was heard that the administration be met with open minds as represenis afraid ¦ of incidents which would at.ives of a conscientious but not

SOCIAL RULES
Continued from Page Two
Perhaps their fear is outlined in the
rather unbelievable rumor circulating that certain . officials feel that
if a male student and a female student ever find themselves alone in
some romantic place (like the Student Lounge on a weekday morning
or Foss Hall on the Sunday afternoon of Homecoming!) they will
suudenly be seized by powerful
physical drives reinforced by desires
to "be one of the guys, etc. " These
drives will hopefully be opposed hy
both a certain moral code and fear.
The helpless students who are the
center of this clash , unable to make
a decision , sink into a psychological
limbo. Well ,- granted recent rulings
are ludicrous'. And moreover , I demand that , as a responsible adult ,
be permitted to make my own choice
The college needs only to protect
itself , and I support all actions in
this direction . Yet I have yet to
see the day when Colby College students embarrass the Administration
by holding an Open House.

(&te

j

^letrt
lifomipt

quite so daring majority, instead of
flaming liberals (perhaps un-American) who can at best be ignored
and at worst be encouraged to cease
and desist such revolutionary mutterings. I have yet to find a student
who would hot back a majority of
the new proposed social rules , feeling them quite reasonable , but the
Administration seems to feel they
are "radical." Why this divergence
of opinions ? Final ly I feel the air
would be cleared if Administration
Rulings were stated explicitly when
made, and that they make known to
"the student body the reasons which
lead to such decisions. I sincerely
hope that this painful thorn in the
side of all students who feel they
are , by the time they enter college,
able to shoulder some social and
moral responsibility will be steadily
removed so that we will be able to
live and develop in an atmosphere
where both social and academic maturity are pushed onward as the
goals toward which we should aspire in college.
Sincerely yours ,
William H. Witherel , '63

HART'S

Tailors, Cleaners & Dyers
Repairing and Alterations
| on Ladies' and Men 's Garments
22 Main Street
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NDEA

To th e Edit or :

The NDEA legislation supposedly
contains an insult to students and
faculty alike. Supposedly our academic freedom has been fettered.
And supposedly the arm of control
would contaminate higher education.
Is this the case? Is it not true
that no one is forced to accept the
NDEA loan ? • Is it not true that no
one has to take the oath of allegiance if he does not wish the loan ?
The only oath that is required in
college is the oath taken by those
who wish to receive the loan. It is
lamentable that the oath should be
necessary at all , but to protest by
not parti cipating in the program is
to cut off your nose to spite your
face.
The futu re of this country depends on the education of its younger generations. JTo prevent them
from receiving an education , or to
hinder them from receiving an education by preventing them from receiving the benefits of a loan program such as NDEA , is to defeat
the very purpose of higher education .
• Judging by the number of students who received the NDEA loan ,
the "insult" — if you wish to call
it that — was not very great. Or
perhaps they realized the more im-
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Dail y Spe cial 11 to 8
In Addition to our regular menu.
Mon. - Corn Chowder
Baked Sausage
Grilled Salisbury Steak
Pot Roast of Beef

$1.00
1.00
1.25

Wed. - Chickeri\ Rice Soup
Smothered Beef & Onions
Chicken Pie
Baked Meat Loaf

$1.00
1.00
1.00

Thurs. - Vegetable Soup
New England Boiled Dinner
Chicken A l a King
Beef Steak Pie

$1.00
1.00
1.00

'

Fri. - Fish Chowder
Baked Haddock
Baked Macaroni & Cheese
Fried Haddock

$1.00
.95
$1.00

Sat. - Chicken Noodle
Pot Roast of Beef
Chicken Pie
Spaghetti &. Meat Sauce

$1.25
1.00
.95

'

¦

Sun. - Tomato Rice
Baked Salisbury Steak
Roast Chicken & Rice
Broiled Single Pork Chop
...

.
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' /A NEW
- INTEREST ,

ffl More than academic interest for the well-rounded
K] ... Arrow 's "Gordon Dover Club" shirt. Coraffl fortable medium-point, button-down collar is softly
jjfi .rolled for a new but natural look. Trim placket front
[| and plait in back make this shirt the all-round
favorite. Trimly tailored specifically to fit the well|
dressed active young man. 100% cotton Oxford
|
•; 0J is "Sanforized" labeled for long-lasting fit. $5,00.
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C OMPLETE DINNERS
Including — Soup, Tea, Coffee,
Pudding, Jello or
Rummel's Ice Cream
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Cuba

To th* Editor :
The current Cubaii Crisis constitutes the most seriou s threat to
world peace since the start" of the
Korean War , and raises the stark
spectre of . possible thermonuclear
destruction. Its suddenness and
manifest importance 'have confronted us as students and as citizens,with the overriding issues of arma-men . tensions, international alliances, and hemispheric and global politics which no person may choose to
ignore.
Each citizen will respond to the
crisis in his own way and with his
own thoughts , but respond he must.
Howe-ver , for the student-citizen,
the response is . most difficult. Because of the particular position the
student holds as a participant in the
dynamics of the university community and as a part of the intellect and
conscience of his society, he must
shoulder a broader responsibility.
He must strive to ' foster debate on
issues whose solution seems closed ;
he must urge a full discussion of not
only the current crisis but its foundation in the armaments race and
Soviet-American competition ; he
must guard the freedom of the academic community and allow all
points of view to be presented.
Our belief is that the vast maj ority of American students support
the policy of the President as defined in his address on October- 22.
We believe that he acted with restraint on the question of Cuba in
his press conference on September
13, decrying "war hysteria" and in
his present refusal to give in to
those who would take precipitous
action and invade the country. We
believe that the Soviet Union's new
intervention in Cuba constituted a
provocation which made it most difficult for President Kennedy to act
with restraint.
President Kennedy's willingness
t o suhmit this is sue t o th e Securit y
Council of the United Nations ,
though belated, is commendable . It,
is our hope that both the United
State s and the Soviet Union will1
recognize the United Nations as a
forum for an immediate solution to.
Continued on Page Five
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mediate need of the* NDEA loan for
their education to allude to principles, to ideals, to abstracti ons.
But let us not confuse the ideals
and abstractions with reality. Instead let us realize the necessity of
educating everyone who has the ability and the desire to learn.
Surely there are other means of
protest. Surely we. do not have to
cut off our nose to spite our face.
While other means may not be bo
accute, they may serve our country
and ourselves better in the long run
than our short-ranged idealism is
serving us today.
Davi d Gilb ert , '63
October 2.9, 1962
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STUDENT LEAGUE
Continued from Page One
tivo rather than imitative. .
The third topic centered on the
problem of fraternity and sorority
integration. In a discussion about
tho effectiveness of organizations
dropping their national affiliation ,
it was strongly felt that more could
be accomplished by remaining a
member . of National and working
from within. It was emphasized
that anyone : who is acceptable to
Colby should be acceptable to . any
fraternal group on campus.
The second discussion was entitled "The College Student in Transition". The first group considered
Colby's homogeneity with regard
to the question , "Does our atmosphere encourage individuality?" It
was realized that coming to college
was- a conforming experience and a
person must expect to sacrifice some
individuality. A conclusion reached
was that we should strive to create
an atmosphere at Colby in which
a person does not fear to express
himself. The second discussion group
considered the topic — "Out of the
college vacuum into the world ." On
the subject of graduate school , it
was recommended that there be a
specialized person possessing publi> city information of graduate schools
and that there be a centrally located place where catalogues could be
kept. There should also be counseling available in proper courses needed for future jobs and in summer
employment. It should be emphasized to the student that Colby Is
not the world ; rather it is a step i n
preparation for the world.
The final discussion heading was
entitled "Progress Ahead" . First ,
an evaluation of the January Plan
was conducted. Several .concrete
suggestions were made. 1. There
should be a flexibility in the Freshman and Sophomore programs. Students keenly interested in an individual project should not be limited
tp the topics presented. Such persons should be allowed to do their
chosen top ic if they are able to find
a professor with whom to work. 2.
The present grading system should
be changed from "pass", "f ail"
and "honors ", to "pass" and
"f ail" . 3. An alternative to the
present, scheduled language labs
during January would be a reading
assignment to be given which people
could, work on in their own time.
4 , There is a need for more lecturers during this time. 5.. In addition ,
non-credit courses could be given hy
willing faculty members for interested students. This would be, done
on an informal basis. Second , an
evaluation of th ree-hour finals was
hold. An argument for three-hour
finals was that a studont cannot tie
a course together adequately in two
hours. The problems of poor exam
conditions and scheduling could be
alleviated by instigating an Honor
System to replace tho present proctor system. The exams could then
bogiven in classrooms. Third , an
evaluation of faculty committees
was hold. It was f elt th at th ese
committees at present are too largo.
Th e mo st off ootiv e solution w ould h o
to d el egat e res p onsib ility for probl em s callin g f or committ ee action
to a few individuals. Fourth , u discussion on lead ershi p tr ainin g was
conducted. Tho necessity of clear ,
concise and informative records of
each office was stressed. From a
study of these records potential officers gain knowledge of the responsibiliti es of his office. A significant problem is the apparent passiven o ss on the m en 's side of campus con cerning leadership activities.
A fin al suggestion was made to have
a coed oonfoi'enoo in tho spring for
tho newl y olootod l oad ers , t o ho lod
by tho old leaders.
During tlio year , thoro will be
several follow-up meetings to report
and discuss wlint . 'ifl bein g accomplished. Tho m omborn of Women's
Studont Board would like to tho-nk
all th ose who helped to mako the
Workshop a su cooss.

ABBEY SINGERS
Continued from Page One
engaging manner to make a thoroughly delightful perform ance.
The gay madrigal ofrThomas Morley, which opened the program , revealed the excellent blending of all
five voices and a mastery of the
art of madrigal singing. Three lovely French Chansons followed the
madrigals , including a tauntingly
beautiful setting of Ronsard' s love
lyric, Migone, by Guillaume Costely.
An early work , Salve Regina , comprised of both plain song and a
chorus for male quartet , provided
the unusual opportunity of hearing
the voice of a contertenor , Ernest
Murphy, whose voice has a remarkable clarity and sweetness in the
upper register.
The performance of an early and
little-known Spanish Christmas carol was distinguished by the smothly
flowing bass solo of Marvyn Hayes
and the catchy rhythm of the chorus.
The Abbey Singers showed themselves equally at home in such contrasting types of music as the drinking rounds of Purcell , which were
'
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FEDERAL DEPOSIT

ember 7, 1937, defending his prpss
against a mob angered by his active
anti-slavery crusade.
. The Lovejoy - award , established
in 1952 , is given each year to a
newsman of "integrity, craftsmanship, and character" in order to
honor and preserve the memory of
Elijah Parish Lovejoy ; to stimulate
and honor achievement in the field
of writing that continues the Lovejoy ' heritage of fearlessness and
freedom ; to promote a sense of mutual responsibility and cooperative
effort between a newspaper world
devoted, to journalistic freedom and
a liberal arts college dedicated to
academic freedom.
The Lovejoy Award selection committee is composed of Herbert Brucker of the Hartford (Conn.) Courant , Erwin' D. Canham of The Christian Science Monitor , Dwight R.
Sargent of the New York Herald
Tribune , Colby President Robert E.
L. Strider , and Reginald SturteSTORKE
vant , chairman of the college's
Continued from Page One
board of trustees.
.
Elijah Parish Lovejoy, was AmPast recipients have been James
of the press. An 1826 graduate of S. Pope , Courier Journal and the
Colby College, he was killed on NovI
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Also, Buford Boon , Tuscaloosa
(Ala.) News, 1957 ; John N. Heiskell , Arkansas Gazette ,. 1958 ; Cl ark
R. Molienhoff , The Cowles Publications , 1959 ; Ralph McGill , Atlanta (Ga.) Constitution, 1960 ; and
Bernard Kilgore , Wall Street Journal , 1961.

ARNOLD MOTEL

WHERE QUALITY ,

I
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Louisville (Ky.) Times, 1952 ; Irving Billiard , St. Louis Post Dispatch , 1953 ; James Russell Wiggins , Washington
Post ,
1954 ;
Charles A. Spragle , Oregon Statesman , 1955 ; and Arthur Hayes Sulzberger , The New York Times, 1956.
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given with full , rough heartiness,
and a Mozart quartet which was
performed with delicacy and richness of tone. Of special interest on
the program were three rarely performed works of colonial America.
Jacob French's Lament for the
Death of General Washington , with
its strong and rather simple opening phrase is a deeply moving work.
The program concluded
with
Aaron Copland's humorous
"I
bought me a cat" song with a vivacity and charm characteristic of
the Abbey Singers , who showed
themselves skilled entertainers as
well as musicians.
In addition to the singers already
mentioned , the group included Jan
De G-aetani , soprano, David Dodds ,
tenor , and Arthur Burrows , baritone. The concert was sponsored by
the music department .of Colby College.
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CUBA
Continued from Page "Four
this problem and that this success
will enable the organization to take
its rightful role as the "last hope
for mankind."
We further hope that the Soviet
Union "will recognize the remarkable
degree of unanimity that the Organization of American States as.a
manifestation of the concern of the
countries of this hemisphere for the
absence of democratic rights in
Cuba, and as an indication of their
fear over the spread of nuclear weapons here.
We also believe that few students
are sufficiently aware of the many
issues involved in this question,
many of which are more deep and
important than the issue of Cuba
itself . It seems clear to us that
neither President Kennedy nor
President Eisenhower has made a
concerted effort to integrate for the
people of Berlin , Cuban military
bases, disarmament and nuclear
. testing and to present a thorough
and candid discussion of American
Foreign policy alternatives.
The absence of such debate is all
the more disturbing because of current changes taking place in our
foreign policy and the changing environment in which they are occuring. The United States is now dismantling its Thor missile bases in
England and abondoning its SAC
bases in Morocco. We believe the
present crisis is an imperative for
citizens of both East and West to
reassess these questions.

to be hoped that such debate will
probe the Cuban Crisis itself and
discuss such issues as disarmament,
foreign bases , and our relations
with Latin America. We" also believe that each student government
should make it its responsibility to
inhibit war hysteria when is arises,
however groups representing any
point of' view should be accorded
full respect and all rights of free
speech and peaceful demonstration.
Specifically, we believe student
governments might undertake the
following programs :
1. Open forums on the question
and its wider implications , involving faculty members. 2. Student Government declaration of support , or protest to the
President.
3. Continuing debate in campus
newspapers , triggered by " editorial
status.
4. Individual letters or telegrams
directed to the President , Ambassador Stevenson , Premier Khrushchev.
5. Utilization of the living unit as
a place of discussion and debate.
We shall attempt to publish from
time to time a synopsis of present
campus opinion on this subject.
Dennis Shaul , President USNSA

coming Open Houses to have been
held at Foss, Woodman , Louise Coburn , and Mary Low during the afternoon. The reasoning behind this
decision is beyond all comprehension.
On these grounds , we feel , reconsideration of the ruling is badly
needed. In particular,- the suspension should be lifted while the rules
are being discussed, to allow the
independents to continue holding
social functions. This is no time in
the history of the college to be adding to the burdens under which its
students live : rather should these
outdated rules be eliminated as
quickly as possible.

RECALL
Continued from Page Two
seems that the attitude which is
often expressed by the Stu-G president has led to a deterioration of
the relations between Stu-G and
the administration ^ Mr. Miller is
not running Colby College — np organization on. A vote of "confidence" in Mr. Miller will still not
give him the right to usurp legitimate administration functions.
One last point needs to be made.
The Stu-G constitution is not clear
on whether . the vice-president succeeds to the office of the president
should the president be recalled.
OPEN THE HOUSES
Before
a recall election is held , the
Continued from Page Two
student
body should be completely
architect, must involve the use of
informed as to exactly what a recall
space on second and third floors ,
and therefore the use ' of men's election involves.
rooms ?
WORKSHOP
A most petty enforcement of the
Continued
from Page Two
Our belief is that student govern- new ban on open bouses was the
We
urge
faculty
and students to
sudden
, Sunday-morning cancellaments should stimulate debate and
familiarize
themselves
with the rediscussion on these questions. It is tion of the TRADITIONAL Home-
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CLASS OF 1963
Continued from Page Two

Frida y Night Pro gram Committee

will decide on and plan for that
particular event. In the past it has
been a cocktail party and a dance
at the Elmwood.
Faculty-Senior Breakfast Committee
'

Class

Day Exercise Committee

(If it is decided to revive this tradition.)
Senior-Parents' Luncheon Comm ittee will plan the Sunday noon
luncheon.
Student proposal s' for commencement will be presented to the Commencement Committee, by the senior
representatives. The first - meeting
of this committee will be in early
November at which time there will
be a reeapitulation of last year's
program.
Class responsibilities which must
be assumed early in the year include
the business of selecting the -invitations to be used , engaging a printer , and taking orders. In addition,
the Class Treasurer will prepare a
budget of commencement expenses.
There being no further business,
the meeting was adjourned.
Respectfully submitted ,
Ruth Schafer, Secretary
Late returns indicate that class
participation in the Community
Chest Drive was . more successful
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sults of the Workshop, and with
the recommendations made by the
Women 's Student -League. Perhaps
more active and vocal support than
was shown last year will result in
the implementation of some of the
resolutions.

than previously anticipated. The
class members who participated collected 20% more money than was
collected in the same area last year.
ROTC
Continued from Page One
ior to all others in their performance ¦ receive this award. Colby's
Dean of Men , George T. Nickerson,
represented Colby College in the
final selection .
Distinguished Cadets are considered in the same category as graduates of the Air Force Academy,
Colorado Springs , Colorado. They
are offered commissions as Regular
Off icers in the United State Air
Force, and are given preferred consideration for flight training and
graduate study in their particular
fields.
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THE CLASS OF 1964
Continued from Page Two
scholarship program to the Administration. The scholarship proposal
is now under administrative consideration. The scholarship proposal
will be discussed at a future class
meeting as soon as word is received
from the Administration concerning
the decision reached with regard to
the class scholarship.
A thank you letter has been sent
to Mr. Whalen for the fine job done
hy Buildings and Grounds with regards to the class bulletin board and
suggestion box which are now located across from the Ride Board
next to the History-Government department entrance.
A class meeting will be held soon
to consider the scholarshi p and
whether or not the class wishes to
have a cocktail party, among other
issues.
\
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by Morg Mc Ginley
Despite "the fact that there are still a few engagements on the fall
sports docket , one cannot hel p but anticipate a long, interesting calendar of winter festivities centering around the Wadsworth Field
House and Alfond Arena. While there are leaves on the trees, it is
difficult to conceive that hockey and basketball teams are hard at
work. Nonetheless, they are, and the recent mantle of white makes
the casual observer aware that it will not be long before cages and
hoops are the focal points for sports enthusiasts. .
Should you care to project your thoughts a bit, you might wonder
how well Colby will fare this winter. Take your pick — basketball or
hockey — the Mules will be good. In both sports, Mulesville should
be among the more successful colleges in New England.
In view of the fact that the 1961-62 winter escapades were unusually successful, and that there are a good number of uniquely talented
individuals now registered on the alumni lists, one should not expect
that the new Mules of this year will do as well.
One should not expect it, and yet, they might. But even if Colby
teams are not as successful as last year, they still could compile creditable records. Oh Dearie, do you remember when the hockey players
were numbered one in the East? You don't have to be very old to
remember that. Gone are Ryan, Stephenson, Young and the revered
Jack Kelley. So, don't expect the top rating an the East, nor the leading scorer in the nation. But, on the other hand, look for good steady
play. There is a good nucleus of seniors, several juniors who came
down a long road of improvement and a delegation of sophomores
who enjoyed unusual frosh success last year. This certainly won't be
a year to bewail our losses. Rather, we will sing the blessings of the
operatives who return.
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?j_< The Used Book Sale, sponsored Y?
by
the
^annually
WatervilleX
of***
American
Association
,
^ Branch
?|University Women , will be heldj>
?*«this coming week on Thursday ***
Sand ' Friday in the Undercroft ofX
YSt. Mark' s Episcopal Church on£
?j-Center Street. The sale is sche- j*
Sduled from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. onX
November 8th and ***
^Thursday,
???from g a.m. to 5 p.m. on Fri-»|*
v
v
?'•day, November 9th.
»|«
X This book sale has always beenX
^a regular " stop " for Colby stU '*j*
?|«dents; all kinds of books are orr <§»

A boy who will be challenging this pah- for a starting berth is Chuck
Eck , a 6-1 sophomore. Eck was the playmaker on a fine freshman
team last year, and has both size and speed.
Thus, it seems that the Mules will not be weakened by graduation
tolls, but if any thing, will be a better club than last year's. Of course,
they'll have to be, since they face a tougher schedule of opponents.
And speaking of tough opponents, let's not forget the hockey team,
which adds the Harvard Crimson to its list of rivals this year;
Whether or not Colby's winterized sports forces perform as well as
we think they will, they will nevertheless be meeting the kind of competition which is a credit to them.
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By.Rod Gould
An interference on a pass-play, an ineligible receiver, and the snarling wind combined to give Bowdoin a 13-12 victory over the winless
Colby Mules. Binky Smith made a heroic effort to pull the game out,
but his two touchdown runs of 47 and 60 yards both went for naught.
The game was played in a gale wind. Punts and kickoffs which
headed downwind invariably sailed 20 yards over the end zone into

2sale at bargain prices. Proceeds^

£of the sale are used primarily *}*
?j-for the AAUW Fellowships Pro-»|»
Xgram administered by the AAUwX
Foundation
^ Educational
in*t*
?{>Washington , D.C. At this mo- |*
?*'men t there are 100 women schol- .**
>'ars doin g advanced graduate ***
'''work here and abroad under thisy
?Mellow/shi p program supported by£
X
&AAUW contri butions.
?

»*?

Beeson gains for Colby
Interfraternity
Woods -|«
*!* The
?{wen 's Meet will be this Sunday, ***
the wet snow on the other side of
I<Nov . 4, at 1:30 p.m. The Cap-|*
the fence, but the wind never truly
* *tain 's meetin g will be at 1 :15 at |.
*
hurt
the Mules until the fourth
?|which time penalties will be an-***
quarter.
Xnounced for the var ious events. ***
* *It is requested that all the pars**
After a scoreless first quarter
*
?j'ticipatin g teams arrive on time * * Bowdoin scrambled
to a 6-0 lead as
*
!£so that the meet w ill bo able to£ a result of a Colby interference pen!*t*finish before dar k.
v alty which allowed Bowdoin , on nine
»*
s*«w<s*w*wwww* plays, to push Colby back for the

the Polar Bears back to their own
44, after they had started the series of downs on the Mules 37. On
the - third down they pick up four
yard s, making a fourth down and
25 yards td go situation. A feeble
pass to the Mules 43 resulted in a
Mule penalty^ for interference and
the Polar Bears had their first
down . Bowdoin went for the touchdown over the Colby line in the' next
nine plays. Trying for the extra
point , the Bowdoin kicker was nearly hit by his own ball because of the
fierce wind.
Continued On Page Seven

score. Prior to the penalty, two
fi fteen yard clipping penalties threw
—

Similarly, the Mule cagers should have the power-plus to compile
an enviable record again this year. The previous edition of Colby basketball brought a resurgence of hardwood activity sufficien t to win
the state series. And this year very well might prove a repetition of
past events. In the Mule front line Tink Wagner and Dave Thaxter
are missing, but the presence of Ken (more rebounds and points than
anyone else in Maine) Stone and Federman form the foundation
for another tall and talen ted unit. When you add to this pair the
likes of 6-5 Bob Byrne and the slightly smaller John Stevens and Jim
Champlin, there can be no doubting that the Mules have more tall
talent than in years past.
As far as the backcourt goes, one can expect to see more speed and
better ball handling than Coach Lee Williams got from starters Dennis Kinney and Bill Waldeyer. Speed and defensive ability are two
assets of lettermen Don Oberg, the Capt. elect, and Bill Leighton , but
whether or not they will be able to take up the scoring slack created
by the loss of Kinney and Waldeyer remains to be seen. Waldeyer
was, of course, an outstanding outside shooter , one who could break
up ball games. His absence will be felt. To what extent the Mules will
miss him is an interesting point to ponder. Just how good Oberg and
Leighton will be, is not known, since they were used sparingly until
the latter part of the '61-62 campaign.

Bowdoin Bears
Def eat Colby 13* 12

Mules stopped!
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DIAL TR 2-8051
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BEN0IT CARON , Proprietor

GERARD' S RESTAURANT
WE SPECIALIZE IN

STEAKS - CHOPS - BARBECUED CHICKEN
i

SEA FOOD - HOME COOKING

>

ALWAYS A PLEASURE TO SERVE YOU

j

55 MAIN STREET

WATERVILLE , MAINE
'. _ .
\
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:«.FROM THE PRESIDENT :
J
X Our tan and white beagle , whoX
?{?answers to the name of Penny, * *
*
!£ or , for that matter , to anyj »
overture , appears - to<[*
X friendly
?'•have developed a profitable gar- * *
**>bage route in her wanderin gs >**
**
X around the cam pus. In the inter- '*
?'' est of his waistline , cholesterol) *

\ FOR THE

| SMARTEST SKI
! FASHIONS , TOP
I EQUIPMENT AND

| SERVICE , COME TO

?{?content , and general woll-being, £
Xthe Strider famil y would appre-. *. o
Relate it if her friends did not ^
?{?feed her. Sho is ver y persuasive ,)*
Xand to refrain from tossin g her£
'
» handout may seem to require *!
we
Still
would
);
heart
of
stone.
,
£a
$bo gratefu l if her meals inwero »|
to those provided
her!*!
^ limited
wholesome)
*
facilities
dinin
g
,
ovm
j'
$if not elegant , Irv her own quar -$
?•?
.'.tors.
Many thanks ,,
)*
X
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L O C AT I ON
Next To The j
Federal Trust j

Op en 9:30 to 5:30

j

\

j

I
At Our
I 39 Main St.

a
£ FR0M THE PRESIDENT :
?{? SUjdonts are cordially Invited );
)'tb ,nn Opon Houso at th o Prosl- *{<
;*;dont ' 8 Houso at 8 p.m. Sunday ^
?{?evening, November 4. The crow- ;*;
)!dod fall calendar has made is lm-£
us to bo at homo
^ possible for
on! £
?{?Sunday evenin gs boforo this. But );
Xthoso aro oooaslons to whi ch , woj;
Xlook forward , and wo will try to! *!
?{•havo as many, of them as wo can.);
' 'thoro is a provocative arti cle by;{;
{
X President Eddy of Chatham CoKj !
?{?lege in tho Ootobor Issue of);
EDUCATION , oon-j
^ LIBERAL
Rooming student attitudes toward. *.
;{;oollogo programs. Wo might usoX
?{?tho points mndo In this article );
)!as at loast startin g points for an»{.
j; lnformal discussion , though wo !**,
?j'nooil not bo limited by thorn.
);
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JONES

j

YA.NKEE PEDLAR MOTEL

j

Complet e Dinners Fri ., Sat. , Sun.
5:30-8:0 0
$1.50
OTHER NIGHTS BY RESERVATION

g
j
j

COLBY SPECIALS

61 yards .to Bowdoin's S, but the O'Neill tried for the bonus points
half ended before they could get this time, but he, too, felt the resistance of the Polar Bear) line.
an offensive started.
The Mules felt the full force of
The third quarter was the Mules', the wind in the fourth period. A
or more exactly , Binky Smith's. He Colby punt of minus four yards gave
twisted through the Polar Bear line Bowdoin a fi rst down on the Mules
less than two minutes after the 38. Bob Harrington tossed a perfect
period started and galloped 47 long pass to Frank Drigotas a few
yards fox the T.D. Dave Cox barely plays later and the score was 12-12.
missed picking up the extra points.
The Bowdoin line prevented the
With two minutes and forty five
secon ds t o go, Smith scored again , Mules from getting to the passer,
this time via a 60 yard hike. Herb and deserve much of the credit for

BOWDOIN BEARS

Continued from Page Six
Colby lost a good chance t o score
what could conceivably have been
the . winning- touchdown late in the
second quarter. With the Mules
pressing hard on Bowdoin's 38,
Dick Robbat hurled a long pass to
Carl Stinson inside the 20. The
Mules had aa ineligible receiver
downfield, however, and the playwas called back with a 15-yard penalty attached to the Mules. Binky
Smith eventually booted the ball

"Good Shoes for
College Men and Women "

;

GALLERT
SHOE STORE

'

51 Main Street
Maine

Waterville

Charge Accounts
!
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ONE STOP SHOP
I
|

i

GREENHOUS E i
i

FOR
ALL YOUR KNITTING NEEDS
YARNS (in all weight s)
BOOKS
CIRCULAR & REG. KNIT TING NEEDLE S
BLOCKING & BUTTON HOLE SERVICE

S HOP

YARN

i
.

<>

,

Phone TR 2-8913

I
i

\

HOME STYLE COOKING — American & Syrian Food

1

Air Conditioning

•

.

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE s ALAN PAN N
"My machine wants to talk to yours" is a familiar line
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Sunday

£
Bobby Darin - Pat Boone
X
Ann Margaret - Pamela Tiffi n X
in " STATE FAIR"
£
and
X
Elvis Presley
?|"
" LOVE ME
X
¦ TENDER"
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| NOTHING BUT NOTHING
IS FUNNIER.
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MUSIC CENTE R
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The Rev. w. Norman Pitt en-7
ger , E. T. D. s will be the visiting
theologi an to preac h on Sund ay,
Nov. 4 at 11 .00 a.m. in the Lorimer Chapel. Last night Rev.
Pittenge r delivere d the first of
£the Ingra ham Lectur e Series.
;
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Your
Shelter?

"

ypLJ BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
I

Built
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services to businesses. Later, he handled an assignment
that taught him'what he needed to know about computers. This led to his most recent promotion.
Alan Dann and other young men like him in Bell
Telephone Companies throughout the country help
bring the finest communications service in the world to
the homes and businesses of a growing America.

to Alan Dann (A.B., 1955). Alan is a Staff Assistant
for Data Communications Sales in Souther-n New
England Telephone Company's New Haven Office.
Alan came to his new promotion well prepared. He
hegan his three years with the,, company as a Commercial Representative recommending communications

j
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MAJESTIC RESTAURANT

'

Have
Yon

j
s

170 Main Str eet
Waterv ille, Maine

Flowers Telegraphed

(

___-»-___ -___________-__-_.

I

WATERVILLE , MAINE

i

Waterville

DENNISON SUPPLIES
STUDIO GREETING CARDS
ROYAL TYPEWRITERS
]
Rental
j
Sales - Service
SCHOOL SUPPLIES

i

186 SILVER ST.

¦

•

Main Street

BERRY 'S
STATION ERS

FL O 'S

• -

the play. John Milo , of Bowdoin,
took out two would be Colby tacklers with one block in the key play.
The extra kick was good and that
was about it. The Mules -were helpless against the wind for the rest
of the game. They punted twice
more for 14 yards each time. Their
ground attack died at this time
also ; they failed to pick up a first
down the rest o£ the game.
This was a tough one to lose, because it was a game which could
have been won with a few less penalties, or a hit more luck . The win
was, Bowdoin's first this year
against four defeats.
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• Imported from Italy
„•
• Ribbed Merino Wool
51" gOST
PA,D
• Warm , snug fitting
**|
Tito , rago of Europoan col. '«!
ogos arrives on tho Amor- w
1J,l 8 L Thls Turtle
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all.
Charcoal
"
I
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ffi
"
'". Indlcnto second color r,n>n«t,
Ploaso
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ranK <, Bt
clioleo. Send cliock or money
>teO
o rder (no C.o.D.'s). For Fri. ?
*«mcli 'Bluo
tornity and/or Sorority fn. Navy, Rust
vors , wr lto (or info rmation ,onow
Yellow
and quantity prlcos.

ftlL MRO Impo rts, Box 16, Clifton , HX .
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Stu-G
Ann ouneemen fs

1. Mr. NeaL Johnston of the United States National Student Association will speak next Monday, Nov. 5
at 7 :30 p.m. in Given Auditorium.
Mr. Johnston will speak on * IN
LOCO PARENTIS .
2. The Student Government handbooks have arrived and are being
dist ribut ed to th e stud ents by dormitory counselors, and for students
living off campus through the
Deans' offices.
3. President Miller proposed that
there should be a recall election in
his case because''
a. It has been suggested by college officials that he does not adequately represent the students.
b. Miller feels that the attendance at the meetings may be his
fault.
4. The Student Government minutes from 1945-1959 -will be given
to Colbiani.
5. Delegates to the New England
Convention of USNSA will le chosen by the USNSA Coordinator .
6. A discussion of the proposed
social rules followed. By a straw
vote of the 1
1 voting representa-

tives and the 8 visitors at the meeting it was the general consensus of
opinion th at i the stud ent s want
greater freedom to assume responsibility for their conduct in the social area.
7. Mr. Jon Hall, Chrm. of the
Cultural Life Committee could not
be granted the suffi cient funds f or
the Student Government concert to
be held in March due to lack of a
quorum. Student Government might
not be able to have this concert because of the delay in granting a retainer.
8. A vote of, thanks was extended
to Mr. Dave Bromley for his help on
the dance in the Co-ed Lounge.
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j STUDENT GOVERNMENT
j
LECTURE
j
j
! Neal Johnston , Academic Free- ?
i dom Project Coordinator of the !
j United States National Students !
j Association will speak on: In)
| Loco Parentis — The Place of |
in!
] the College Administration
Undergraduate
A
ffairs.
7
:30g
]
I Monday, Nov . 5, Given Auditor- ?
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Chances are , you know that Greyhound fares are less than
any other form of public transp ortation. What you probably
don 't realize is how much less. For a pleasant surprise ,
check the money-saving Greyhou nd fares below. You'll see
at a glance why it always pays to insist on excl usive
Greyhound Scenicruiser Service ?., and leave the drivin g to usi

\
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BOB-IN
RESTAURANT

»

Corner of Front & Temple

'
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PIZZAS and SUBS

I

A SPECIALTY
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I BOOKS ;

!
USED AND NEW
!
LEON
TIBBETTS
I
\
Hallowell , Me. '
| 164 Wdter St.,
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; Super Shirt Laundry
i

.
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Dry Cleaners
I

Bachelor Bundle Servioa
74a Elm Street
TR 2-5481
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Scholar dollars
travel farther
with SHERATON
HOTELS
STUDENT FACULTY
DISCOUNT S

Save on the going prices
of going places at
Sheraton Hotels.
Special save-money rates on
singles and greater savings per
person when you share a room
with one , two or three friends.
Generous group rates arranged
for athletic teams, clubs
and college clans on-the-go .
For rat es, reservations or
further inf orm ation , get in
touch with :
MR. PAT GREEN
College Relatio ns Dopt.
Sheraton Corporation
470 At la n tic A v o nu a
Boston 10, Mass.
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Th e Bookst acker ser v e's the cause of classical literature
in various ways. Perhaps the least of these is in keeping
th e r ow s of books p ro p er ly ali gned and the ja ckets fr ee
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Her most important contribution is in improving the
environment for study, enhancin g the h all s of lea rnin g
with her own classical form. Mnny a college, man has
discovered a previously u nfelt'-craving for knowled ge
simply because he received his copy of Homer from the
hand of a deep-breathing ,rcdhead who sighed , "I think
Home r is the m ost I " Yes, it pays to take a good look at
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A Job
Your Career
SPECIAL 8%-MONTH COURSE
FOR COLLEGE WOMEN
•For proof of answer (and further
Information) write Collogo Dean for
GIBBS GIRLS AT WORK. '
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KATHARINE GIBBS I

SECRETA RIAL
BOSTON 16, MASS. , 21 Morlborou .
h Stroot
NEW YORK 17, N. Y. . . . 200 Pnrli Avonuo
MONTCLAIR , N. J. . . . 33 Plymouth Stroot
PROVIDENCE 6,R. I.. . . 155 Angoll Stroot
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So smooth , so satisfying,
so downright
smokeable!
O
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No other form of public transportation has fares so low. For example:
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